
CHERNOBYL: A hundred technicians are working
under armed guard to maintain the defunct
Chernobyl nuclear plant in northern Ukraine, held
hostage for three weeks by Russian forces who
seized the compound in the first hours of the inva-
sion. Tired and poorly fed, they were working the
night shift when Russia captured the site of the
1986 core meltdown that sparked the worst
nuclear reactor catastrophe in history.

Relatives and colleagues contacted by AFP say
the crew members have been unable to return to
their homes in nearby Slavutych, the city built to
house Chernobyl workers
after the disaster.

“Physically and moral-
ly, they are exhausted,”
said the wife of one tech-
nician, who like others at
the site can communicate
with the outside world
only via telephone. “They
think that no one cares
about them, neither the
Russian government nor
the Ukrainian govern-
ment,” she said, adding that they are getting only
two small meals a day.

“They can take a shower, but with no soap, no
shampoo, they can’t brush their teeth. They can’t
change their clothes or wash them. There is no
supply of medicines. They are sleeping on the
floor, on some desks or on chairs.” Around 100
other people, including security personnel, are also
being detained at the site.

It is unclear why Russian soldiers seized
Chernobyl, where the destroyed reactor is kept
under close supervision within a concrete and lead
sarcophagus, and the three other reactors are being
decommissioned. In 2017, the site was one of sever-
al Ukrainian targets hit by a massive cyberattack

thought to have originated in Russia, which briefly
took its radiation monitoring system off-line.

On Sunday, several dozens of people, including
women and children, held a protest in Slavutych
over the treatment of personnel at the plant and
the potential safety risks. Electricity was cut to
Chernobyl on several occasions since the Russian
takeover. “Our boys are not just hostages but pris-
oners in a Russian concentration camp,” one
woman at the protest told local television.

‘Deeply worried’ 
The head of the

International Atomic
Energy Agency, Rafael
Grossi, said Tuesday that
the Chernobyl technicians
and guards were being
forced to work “under
enormous stress without
the necessary rest”. To
ensure against radioactive
risks, “operating staff must
be able to fulfil their safety
and security duties and

have the capacity to make decisions free of undue
pressure,” he warned.

A Chernobyl engineer told AFP that employees
themselves are “deeply worried that they will be
on the front line if an accident happens.” The pool
where the spent fuel is stocked is “overpacked by
40 percent” she added, and “backup pools should
be empty but they are also filled with other spent
fuel. This situation is against international nuclear
safety regulations.”

Contacted by AFP, officials at Ukraine’s atomic
energy agency were unavailable to comment on
the claims. Russian forces also shelled and cap-
tured the Zaporizhzhia atomic power plant,
Europe’s biggest, on March 4, causing a fire that

raised alarm in Europe over a possible nuclear
catastrophe.

Playing with fire 
For Karine Herviou, deputy director general

France’s IRSN nuclear safety watchdog, “there is
no risk of an explosion at the site.”

“Unlike at nuclear plants that are in operation, a
sustained loss of electricity supply to the site will
not cause an accident,” she said. But the risks of
war remain, with the relative of one technician say-
ing that Russia has effectively built “a military
base” at Chernobyl complete with missile-launch-

ing batteries. “The strategy is brilliant on the war
side, but for humanity it is absolutely insane-no one
will fire a missile on Chernobyl to destroy” Russian
forces, said the relative, himself a former employee
at the site. He said the chances of a disaster were
high, not least because of alleged safety breaches
by Ukrainian authorities-which he claims to have
seen first-hand-and because the soldiers guarding
the employees “don’t know what’s going on”.

“In nuclear safety, you always try to forecast
the worst scenario and try to avoid it. Right now,
they are trying to hide it, like the USSR did in
1986,” the relative said. —AFP

Russia has built ‘a military base’ at Chernobyl with missile-launching batteries

Russian troops hold Chernobyl workers 
‘hostage’ amid fears for reactor safety

This Maxar satellite image taken and released on March 10, 2022 shows a close-up view of the
Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant in Pripyat, Ukraine. —AFP

Polish school offers 
Ukraine teens 
‘semblance of 
normalcy’
WARSAW: Stuck to the door of one Warsaw high
school is the sign “Laskavo prosimo do shkoli”, or
“Welcome to school” in Ukrainian, along with the
flags of Poland and Ukraine.

Chattering in Russian and Ukrainian, teenagers
who have just fled their war-torn homeland use
magnetic key cards to enter and are welcomed
again with a large yellow-blue flag and the slogan
“Slava Ukraini” or “Glory to Ukraine”. It is their first
day of school in Poland, where the 13- to 15-year-
olds have sought shelter since Russia invaded their
country.

Divided into two groups of 20, they are greeted
by their new teacher, who shuttles from one class-
room to the other throughout the lesson. From the
Ukrainian city of Lviv, a refugee just like them,
Mariana Druchek, lays out the plan for the day and
passes out a maths test.

“Uh oh,” comes the response. Viktoria, 16, and
15-year-olds Polina and Zoriana are in a panic.

“It’s on things we covered three years ago, in
grade eight-I forgot it all,” said Viktoria, to which

the others chime in with “same”. But they relax soon
enough. By break time, they are all smiles, saying
the atmosphere is “really good” and “positive” and
“the class and school in general are all right”.

It is as if their mad dash out of Kyiv with barely
any luggage-to the backdrop of bombs and blasts-
was already fading somewhat into the distance.

But the sense of danger is still there. “We’re
afraid the Russians will even make their way over
here, because everything is possible,” Viktoria
told AFP.

‘Education and peace’ 
Limanowski High School has been able to

accommodate the new students and hire new teach-
ers thanks to funding from the mayor’s office. On
day one, Renata Kozlowska, a city official for the
school’s neighborhood of Zoliborz, came to wel-
come the teenagers.

She told them that “all of Poland is with you” and
stressed that they have the right to “an education
and peace”. The teenagers-who come from various
cities, including Kyiv, Zhytomyr, Lutsk and Ivano-
Frankivsk-will follow a pared-down version of
Poland’s curriculum, including English, Polish, histo-
ry, maths, physics and gym.

The classes will be taught by Ukrainian teachers
who themselves had fled the war, with a bilingual
educator at the helm of each group.

“What’s most important is to offer them some
semblance of normalcy and quiet,” the school’s
principal Andrzej Wyrozembski told AFP. Druchek,
who crossed into Poland with her three children just

after the invasion, agrees. “It’s not a matter of main-
taining their knowledge levels, but to make sure
they have psychological support and friends, that
they know that everyone wants to help,” she said.

Janusz, a Polish student at Limanowski, said he is
all for the initiative, calling it “cool” to have welcomed
the Ukrainians into their school. “It means they can
keep going to school and won’t be thinking non-stop
about what’s going on in Ukraine,” he added. While
the new students will be attending separate classes
from their Polish counterparts, the school is keen on
helping them integrate. Each Ukrainian will be part-
nered up with a Pole their age to join for after-
school activities and the like. —AFP

Javelin anti-tank 
missile, symbol of 
Ukraine’s resistance
KYIV: Images of Ukrainian troops carrying Javelin mis-
sile launchers on their shoulders have flashed around
the world, making the anti-tank weapon-capable of
piercing the most sophisticated armor, and particularly
useful in guerrilla warfare-a symbol of Ukrainian resist-
ance to Russia’s invasion.

Western states, which want to support Ukraine mili-
tarily without entering into direct conflict with Russia,
have massively stepped arms deliveries to the
Ukrainian army since Moscow launched its invasion on
February 24. According to a senior US official, the
Ukrainians have already received some 17,000 anti-
tank weapons from various Western countries, includ-
ing several hundred Javelin launchers, and Washington
announced on Saturday new military aid totaling $200
million and including the anti-tank weapon.

Ukrainian forces have also received thousands of
other anti-tank weapons, including British NLAWs,
Swedish-made AT4s and Carl-Gustavs, German
Panzerfausts and Spanish Instalaza C90s.

‘Saint Javelin’ 
But it is the US-made Javelin that has become the

weapon of choice, to the point that a meme circulating
on social media has transformed it into a religious icon
borne by Mary Magdalene, an emblematic saint of the
Orthodox church.

Dubbed “Saint Javelin,” protector of Ukraine, she
brandishes one of the missiles under a halo in the yel-
low and blue of the Ukrainian flag. As well as becoming
a symbol of support by the United States, Ukraine’s
most powerful ally against Russia, the Javelin is also
prized by the military for its technical characteristics.

Equipped with two explosive charges, it can pierce
the most sophisticated tanks in the world, and in partic-
ular the Russian T-90, whose own explosive armor
reacts to the impact of a projectile in order to reduce
or even stop it penetrating the tank.

The first charge of the Javelin explodes on contact
with the tank, and it then releases a second, more pow-
erful charge, which pierces the armor. With a range of
2,500 meters (yards), it can be used in direct attack
mode to destroy a target or, if fired upwards, to shoot
down a low-flying aircraft such as a helicopter.

But it can also be used in indirect attack mode, from
above: the missile rises up to 160 meters in altitude and
then falls vertically on to its target, like the javelins of
the ancient Roman legionaries.

It is this trajectory from above that makes it such a

formidable weapon against tanks, because the vehicles’
entry hatches are on the top side, and that is where
they are most vulnerable.

Lighter than other anti-tank systems that require a
tripod, the Javelin can be launched from a soldier’s
shoulder. The projectile is ejected a few meters from
the launcher before the propulsion system kicks in,
which allows a soldier to be less easy to spot and even
allows it to be used from inside a building. —AFP

‘Physically
and morally
exhausted’

‘Born-free’ Belarusian 
goes to war alongside 
Ukraine troops
WARSAW: For teenager Gleb Gunko, war-torn
Ukraine will be his first time in combat. But the
cause is nothing new. As a Belarusian, he knows
what it means to fight for freedom.

“I’m going to Ukraine not only to support
Ukraine and fight for Ukraine but also to fight
for Belarus,” the 18-year-old now living in
Grojec, Poland, told AFP. “Because our freedom
also depends on the situation there and what
happens now,” he added, sporting knuckle tat-
toos that spell out the words “Born free”.

Originally from Minsk, Gunko left in 2020, the
year Belarusian President Alexander
Lukashenko launched a ferocious crackdown on
opponents.

The campaign of repression came as mass
protests erupted after Lukashenko claimed vic-
tory at an election called fraudulent by the West.

Now the Belarusian leader, in power for near-
ly 30 years, has drawn international condemna-
tion for supporting and enabling Russia’s inva-
sion of Ukraine.

But while the regime in Belarus is Kremlin-
aligned, many ordinary citizens are siding with
Ukraine and, like Gunko, even taking up arms.

“Belarusians cannot help Ukraine with
weapons, as the whole world is doing, but they
cannot stand aside, so they are going to fight for
the brotherly country’s independence,” the
Belarusian House Foundation in Warsaw said on
Facebook.

The NGO, which works for human rights and
democracy in Belarus, has been handling the
logistics of sending volunteer Belarusian fighters
to Ukraine. —AFP
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WARSAW, Poland: In this picture taken on March 8,
2022 Belarusian teenager Gleb Gunko shows his ‘born
free’ knuckle tattoos in Warsaw, Poland.  —AFP

WARSAW: Translator and assistant Katia helps stu-
dents from wartorn Ukraine in a class newly created
for them at the Limanowski High School in Warsaw on
Tuesday. —AFP

The US-made projectile has become the weapon of
choice for many Ukrainians.

NATO allies wary 
on call for Ukraine 
‘peace mission’
BRUSSELS: NATO allies refused yesterday to
back a Polish call for the alliance to send an armed
peace mission to Ukraine, but vowed to keep sup-
plying arms despite threats from Moscow.

Poland’s Vice Premier, Jaroslaw Kaczynski,
suggested a peacekeeping deployment in Ukraine

to provide humanitarian aid during a visit to Kyiv
on Tuesday.

But NATO defense ministers were wary over
the idea as they arrived in Brussels for urgent
talks on Russia’s war against its neighbor. “I’m
afraid we’re still in too early stages to talk about
that,” said Dutch Defence Minister Kajsa
Ollongren.

“First we have to have a ceasefire. We have to
see a withdrawal from Russia. There has to be
some kind of agreement between Ukraine and
Russia, and I think the talks are still going on.”

S h e  a d d e d :  “ I t ’s  a lway s  g o o d  t o  t h i n k
about  what  comes after  that , but  f i rst , we

need to achieve that.”
Estonian Defence Minister Kalle Laanet said

that a proposed peacekeeping mission was “one
of the possibilities and, of course, we have to look
to all the possibilities which can help Ukraine”.

But he said a deployment would need the back-
ing of the United Nations Security Council where
Russia holds a veto. Britain’s defense minister Ben
Wallace said he would need to “look at the details
first before making any decisions about what hap-
pens”.

NATO has rebuffed pleas from Ukraine to
intervene in the conflict, including imposing a no-
fly zone to help halt Russian bombings. The US-

led alliance says its direct involvement in non-
member state Ukraine could spark a confrontation
with Russia that may spill over into nuclear war.

NATO al l ies have instead been sending
weapons to help Ukrainian forces to defend their
country, especially vitally needed portable anti-
tank and anti-aircraft missile systems.

Moscow has warned that any deliveries are
legitimate targets for its military to strike.

But NATO defense ministers insisted they
would keep arms flowing to Ukraine. “We support
their ability to defend themselves and we’ll con-
tinue to support them going forward,” US
Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin said. —AFP


